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**Introduction**  
The papers of a restaurant manager and entrepreneur in Columbia, Missouri, contain clippings, a scrapbook, and material concerning Jack’s Gourmet Restaurant.

**Donor Information**  
The papers were donated to the State Historical Society of Missouri by Melissa Applegate on 12 September 2019.

**Restriction**  
The donor retains copyright.

**Box List**

**Box 1 (gray—partially full)**  
Memorial Union Catering (2 folders)  
Jack’s Gourmet Restaurant  
   Clippings, 1980s-1990s  
   Portfolio, Baldur Werner, 1961-c. 1968 (co-owner)  
   Miscellaneous material, 2002-2013

**Box 2 (oversize)**  
Scrapbook, High school, 1954-1957